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When oil drops in a continuous water phase move from the hydrophilic to the hydrophobic section

of a microchannel, they can be controlled to either adhere or not adhere on the channel by changing

the capillary number. Using experiments and a model for the thin film flow, we show that the

critical capillary number for adhesion is approximately Ca�D3/4/d3/2, where D and d is the length

of the droplet and the inner dimension of the microchannel, respectively. As one application of these

ideas, droplet adhesion is demonstrated as a promising technology for recycling of emulsions in

droplet microfluidics.VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4823456]

The adhesion of droplets to substrates is a common phe-

nomenon in nature, such as water droplets adhering to the pet-

als of a rose flower. Controlling adhesion has many

applications in industry, such as self-cleaning glass, automobile

paints, and tires on wet roadways.1–4 In microfluidic systems,

adhesion also happens when bubbles, droplets, and cells are

transported in the microchannels,5,6 and, in such cases, the

wettability of the inner surfaces of the channels needs to be

treated properly. In most circumstances, the inner surface of

the channel is modified to be wetting for the continuous phase

in order to prevent adhesion of suspended objects either in the

flow-focusing or “T” junction geometries used for generation

of emulsion droplets,7–10 or in the lab-on-a-chip devices for

cell assays.11–13 Otherwise, the emulsion droplets may breakup,

which can cause failure of the droplet flow. In other cases, the

inner surfaces of the channels are designed to cause the adhe-

sion of the droplets or cells so as to realize the separation of the

cells from the continuous phase or to trigger drug release at

specific targets. For example, nanostructured silicon substrates

have been fabricated to achieve the selective adhesion of circu-

lating tumor cells (CTC),14 and in experiments on cell separa-

tion, different types of cells were demonstrated to have

different adhesion behaviors on different functionalized surfa-

ces.15 Thus, the adhesion of moving droplets may influence the

development of technologies for lab-on-a-chip applications.

The mechanism of droplet adhesion to a nearby substrate

is due to the forces between the two approaching surfaces.16

The adhesion force is usually measured with an atomic force

microscope (AFM) operating on the different surfaces.17,18

Recently, the adhesion of soft matter such as liquid droplets

and bubbles has been studied,19–21 and the interaction

between the substrates was accompanied by deformation dur-

ing the approach process. This adhesion problem will be

more complex in the microfluidic applications mentioned

above, because the droplet moves relative (tangential) to the

channel surface, and the thickness of the lubricating film of

the continuous phase that separates the droplets from the

wall is affected by the translation speed. For example,

Bretherton22 predicted the thickness of a thin liquid film for a

long bubble moving steadily in a homogeneous tube filled

with liquid, and the theory was further generalized to an im-

miscible viscous drop23,24 instead of an inviscid bubble.

However, we are not aware of any study of the adhesion of

droplets moving in microchannels.

Here, we study the adhesion of moving droplets in

microfluidic systems by using a capillary device to generate

oil droplets in a continuous water phase. The microchannel

has two distinct sections in series, one hydrophobic and the

other hydrophilic. We control droplet adhesion by adjusting

the translation speed of the drops that enter the hydrophobic

section. The critical capillary number, which is a dimension-

less flow speed, to induce the adhesion of droplets was

experimentally measured for different drop sizes and channel

dimensions. In addition, we present a theoretical analysis

based on (i) the Bretherton model of a bubble translating in a

liquid-filled tube and (ii) a model of the surface force-

induced instability of a thin film in order to derive the

relation of the critical capillary number for adhesion to the

geometric parameters. Finally, we provide a demonstration

that this adhesion can be used as a promising technology for

emulsion recycling in microfluidics.

Our experiments of droplet adhesion were performed in

a microfluidic device, where oil-in-water emulsion droplets

were generated and transported from an upstream hydro-

philic section to a downstream hydrophobic section in a

square capillary. The flow speeds of the continuous and dis-

persed phases were controlled by independent syringe

pumps. A high-speed camera (Phantom Miro M110) with a

5� microscope objective lens was used to observe the adhe-

sion at the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic junction. The setup of

the experiments is shown in Figure 1(a).

The microfluidic device consisted of a co-flowing struc-

ture for the generation of the droplets and a straight square

capillary with modified wettability, as shown in Figure 1(b).

A cylindrical glass capillary with an outer diameter of 1 mm

was tapered by a pipette puller, and the tapered glass capillary

was inserted into a square glass capillary to form the co-flow
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structure, where oil-in-water droplets were generated.

The continuous phase, which was an aqueous solution of

2wt.% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Mw¼ 13000-23000 g/mol,

87%–89% hydrolyzed, Sigma-Aldrich), was injected into the

interstices between the two capillaries, while the oil phase,

which was liquid paraffin (Sinopharm Chemical Reagent

Beijing Co.), was injected into the cylindrical capillary. PVA,

which is a biocompatible and biodegradable material,25 is of-

ten used as a surfactant in aqueous phases in many microflui-

dic applications. Both the flow rates of the aqueous and oil

phases were controlled by syringe pumps, and the size of the

oil droplets was changed by adjusting the flow rate ratio of

the two phases. The surface tension between the two phases

was c¼ 16.6 mN/m, the viscosity of the aqueous phase was

l¼ 1.9 mPa�s, and the viscosity of the oil phase was

28.9mPa � s.
The straight square capillary with modified wettability

was placed downstream of the co-flow structure. Three dif-

ferent square capillaries with inner dimensions of d¼ 0.50

mm, 1.05 mm, and 1.75 mm were treated chemically. The

inner surface of the original square capillary was hydro-

philic, and the downstream part of the square capillary was

treated to be hydrophobic by immersing the capillary verti-

cally into an octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) solution for 10 s

before the device was made; a boundary line was marked on

the outer surface of the square capillary according to the

position of the OTS surface, as shown in Figure 1(c). Then,

the capillary was rinsed with water from the untreated end.

The mean squared value of the surface roughness of the OTS

coated capillary was 156 2.5 nm, as measured by an atomic

force microscope (CSPM-4000). The contact angles of the

hydrophilic section and the hydrophobic section were 11�

and 90�, respectively. When the treated capillary was in-

stalled into the device, the upstream co-flow structure was

formed within the untreated hydrophilic section, while the

hydrophobic section was placed downstream.

Adhesion of the droplets on the hydrophobic surface

was observed as the oil-in-water emulsion droplets were

flowing past the hydrophobic part of the capillary, as

shown in Figure 2(a). The oil droplets, which were dyed

red (Sudan III, Sigma-Aldrich), adhered on the hydropho-

bic surface, and hence the oil-in-water emulsion was bro-

ken. The oil phase subsequently wetted the hydrophobic

channel surface, and so encapsulated the water phase to

form a water-in-oil emulsion. The process of the adhe-

sion is illustrated by the time sequence of images in

Figure 2(b).

Whether or not the oil droplets adhered to the hydropho-

bic surface depends on the speed and size of the droplets.

For example, for a given drop size, faster droplets were

observed to pass through the hydrophobic section without

adhesion, while those moving more slowly adhered, which

demonstrates that the wettability of the surface is insignifi-

cant at higher speed.23 From movies taken with the high-

speed camera, we measured the speed of the droplet U based

on the displacement of the center of the droplet divided by

the time interval between two consecutive images; the size

of the droplets D was characterized as the length of the drop-

lets. In the experiments, we first drive the droplets to move

at a speed high enough for the droplets to pass through the

hydrophobic section, and then we gradually reduced the flow

velocity in order to determine the critical speed to induce ad-

hesion. Next, we varied the size of the droplets and found

that the critical velocity for adhesion increased as the droplet

size increased.

The influence of drop size and flow speed on adhesion can

be summarized in a phase diagram as shown in Figure 3(a),

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. (a) Schematic of the droplet adhesion experi-

ment. Two pumps were used to separately drive the inner and outer fluids in

the capillary device to generate oil-in-water droplets; a high-speed camera

was used to observe the adhesion of the droplets. (b) An enlarged sketch of

the co-flowing structure of the capillary device with a hydrophobically

treated glass channel. (c) Sketch of the approach to use the capillary wetting

force to make half of the capillary hydrophobic. Typically, the hydrophilic

part was 16 mm long and the hydrophobic part was 11 mm long.

FIG. 2. Observation of droplet adhesion inside a capillary with modified

wettability. To the right of the vertical black line, the capillary was untreated

while the inner surface to the left of the line was coated with OTS. (a) Oil-

in-water droplets flow from the hydrophilic section into the hydrophobic

section of the capillary. The oil phase was dyed red. (b) Images documenting

the rapid adhesion process of an oil droplet. The droplet is moving from

right to left. Adhesion was observed to start at the front part of the droplet.

The translation speed of the droplet in (a) is 2.43 mm/s and in (b) is 2.62

mm/s. Scale bars are 500 lm and the inner dimension of the capillary is 1.05

mm (enhanced online) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4823456.1] [URL:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4823456.2].
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where the axes are the dimensionless capillary number

Ca¼lU/c and the dimensionless ratio of the length of the

droplet to the inner dimension of the square capillary, D/d.
When plotted with logarithmic axes, the experimental results

of the critical capillary number fall roughly onto straight lines

where each line corresponds to a different size square capil-

lary. The results indicate that for droplets with the same size,

adhesion can be induced by lowering the translation speed,

while for droplets moving with a constant speed, adhesion can

be generated by increasing the droplet size. Also, the critical

capillary number was found to decrease as the capillary size

increased, which indicated that droplet adhesion induced by

the change of the capillary surface wettability happened more

easily in smaller capillaries at relatively higher translation

speeds of the droplets.

Adhesion will occur when the oil-water interface enters

the interaction range of the attractive van der Waals force.

However, in the experiments, the interface still needs to

overcome the thin lubrication film formed between the mov-

ing oil droplet and the microchannel wall. Therefore, for ad-

hesion, the lubrication film needs to be thin enough that the

van der Waals force is equal to or larger than the Laplace

pressure on the droplet interface in order to pull it onto the

wall, as sketched in Figure 3(b). In these experiments, the

thickness of the lubrication film h0 is related to the capillary

number according to h0/d�Ca2/3, as first analyzed by

Bretherton,22 and so higher speeds correspond to thicker

more stable films. Although the Bretherton result was

derived for bubbles, a similar scaling holds for drops.24

In this experiment, when the droplet was moving in the

untreated section of the glass capillary, the thickness of the

lubrication film was much larger than the interaction range

of the van der Waals force, and no adhesion occurred. But

when the droplet was moving into the hydrophobic section

of the capillary, the additional long range hydrophobic force

acted on the oil-water interface. The altered force caused the

instability of the interface, which made the oil-water inter-

face much closer to the capillary surface, and the van der

Waals force on the oil-water interface was increased. When

the van der Waals force was equal to the Laplace pressure,

the adhesion started. The strength of the van der Waals force

is given by the film thickness (h) dependent disjoining

pressure P(h)¼A/(6ph3), where A is the Hamaker constant.

Since A lies in the range (0.4–4)� 10�19 J for most con-

densed phases,16 here we use the typical value of

A¼ 1� 10�19 J in the calculations below. The corresponding

Laplace pressure at a curved nearly cylindrical interface is

ps¼ c/rc, where rc is the radius of the curvature, which for a

sinusoidally varying interface of wavelength k and amplitude

a is approximately rc� k2/a. For adhesion to occur, the wave

amplitude a is approximately h0, and we expect k approxi-

mately D, the size of the droplet. Therefore, according to the

force balance equation P(h)¼ ps, we obtain

ðA=cÞD2 � h0
4: (1)

Combining the Bretherton equation h0/d�Ca2/3 and

Eq. (1), we obtain a relation between the critical capillary

number for adhesion and the droplet size in the form

Ca ¼ k
A

cd2

� �3=8 D

d

� �3=4

; (2)

where k is a constant. Figure 3(c) plots the relationship

between Ca� d3/4 and D/d for the three different size capil-

laries. The normalized experiment results collapse and

are almost in superposition, and the slope of Ca� d3/4 versus
D/d in the log-log plot is close to the theoretical predicted

value of 3/4. Therefore, our order-of-magnitude model is

able to rationalize the experimental results as U, d, and D are

varied. Moreover, the constant k¼ 2.5 is obtained by the fit-

ted line of the experimental results in Figure 3(c).

The control of adhesion during droplet motion can be

used to realize a separation process, targeted release, and

other applications in lab-on-a-chip systems. Here, we dem-

onstrate how to use droplet adhesion to recycle the ingredient

materials of emulsions in microfluidics. For example, emul-

sion droplets are used in many lab-on-a-chip applications,

such as encapsulation, delivery, and separation. In some

applications, the materials of the emulsions are valuable and

so recycling is needed. However, typically the emulsions are

stable and not easily broken down to two separated phases.

As a specific example, for a typical oil-in-water emulsion

system, where silicone oil (Dow Corning 200
VR
Fluid, 20 cst)

FIG. 3. Critical capillary number for adhesion. (a) Phase diagram of droplet adhesion as a function of the critical capillary number Ca¼lU/c and the ratio of

the droplet length D to the capillary size d. The different symbols indicate the experiments performed in several different capillaries with the inner dimension

of 0.5 mm, 1.05 mm and 1.75 mm, respectively, and the three lines are the corresponding best fits of the measured critical capillary number for each size of

capillary. (b) Schematic of the droplet moving from the hydrophilic part to the hydrophobic part of the capillary, where the altered surface force causes the dis-

ruption of the oil-water interface. (c) The relationship of the normalized experimental results of Ca� d3/4 versus D/d. The symbols are the normalized experi-

mental results, while the continuous line is the best fit of all the experimental results. The value of the slope is obtained from the fitted line.
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is the droplet phase and an aqueous solution of 5 wt. % PVA

is the continuous water phase, where PVA is playing the role

of a surfactant, the collected emulsion droplets still remain a

stable emulsion and the oil droplets are mixed with the water

phase, as shown in Figure 4(a). However, when we use the

technology of droplet adhesion illustrated above, then below

a critical speed the oil emulsion droplets formed in the

hydrophilic region will break up in the hydrophobic region.

Thus, we can separate the oil phase from the water phase and

collect the pure oil phase from the original emulsion fluids,

as shown in Figure 4(b).

During flow in microfluidic devices, emulsion droplets

are isolated from the channel wall by a thin lubricating film

of the continuous phase and higher droplet speeds corre-

spond to thicker films. However, we found that the change of

the surface wettability may cause the instability of this lubri-

cating film below a critical drop speed, where the film thick-

ness is smaller, and subsequently, there is adhesion of

emulsion droplets to the walls of the channel. For a drop of

size D (greater than the capillary dimensions d), the critical

capillary number for droplet adhesion is approximately

Ca�D3/4/d3/2, which can be rationalized when the lubrica-

tion film becomes thin enough for the van der Waals force to

balance the Laplace pressure of the perturbed droplet inter-

face. Finally, we demonstrated that the adhesion of

translating droplets can offer a route for the recycling of

emulsions in many applications of microfluidics.
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FIG. 4. Application of the droplet adhesion technology for the recycling of

emulsion droplets. The oil emulsions were dyed red. (a) Oil emulsions were

translating in the untreated capillary, and they retained the emulsion struc-

ture after collection. (b) Adhesion of the emulsion droplets occurred in the

hydrophobic part of the capillary, the emulsion droplets broke up, and the

oil phase was separated from the water phase after collection.
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